MARK7 STUDIOS
Real-time, 3D rendering, visualization / animation platform:

- Mark7 Studios and Hollywood Icons Productions HD (HIP HD) Post-Production/ Editing team uses advanced Special Visual Effects (SFX) and a revolutionary, real-time 3D rendering, visualization, animation platform to provide special services to film, TV, video producers, Media & Advertising agencies, TV Commercials producers and TV broadcasting networks. The above team works with workflow allowing manipulation of cameras, lighting, ambient occlusion, animation, and materials in real-time.
- Seamless interoperability with most leading CG software programs including Autodesk Maya 2011 and 3ds Max. Cinema 4D.
- The resolution independent, allowing to render at any resolution and format (e.g. 1080P, 720P, 16:9, 4:3, NTSC, PAL and even 2K and beyond).
- Render as final frame, or as passes for additional compositing work.
- Mark7 Studios and Hollywood Icons Productions HD’s editing & 3D animation team generates higher quality CGI results for less time and money.
- Mark7 Studios & HIP HD management is partnering AVID in organizing new technology conferences at MARK7 STUDIOS which include new product demos (Maya 2011), 3DS Max and our below console from Avid.
- Mark7 Studios new recording studio “HOLLYWOOD ICONS MUSIC Recording Studio” includes new, powerful Genelec 1035 loudspeaker system and latest music production & editing console: ICON Digidesign D-Control ES 32 (from AVID), The above 3D platform is not available for rentals, but available for qualified co-productions or HIP HD’s productions & services. The newly built state-of-the-art recording studio, equipment (including below console from AVID) and services will be available for rentals for qualified clients. For 3D platform requests or above rentals requests send e-mail to: atcny1234@hotmail.com, anton(@mark7studios.com, tel: (646) 575-1144, http://wwwmark7studios.com

HOLLYWOOD ICONS MUSIC recording studio:

ICON DigiDesign D-Control ES 32 - HD music, sound production, editing (from AVID):

D-Control ES 32 Bundle

* D-Control ES Base Configuration Main Unit (16 faders)
* D-Control ES Fader Module (16 additional faders)
* D-Control ES Surround Panner
* D-Control Stand Kit (sized for 32 channels)
* Pro Tools|HD 3 Accel (for PCI or PCIe)
* Two 192 I/O audio interfaces
* 192 D/A Expansion Card
* 192 Digital Expansion Card
* SYNC HD
* ReVibe
* Trillium Lane Labsb TL Space TDM Edition
* DigiTranslator
* MachineControl
* Two DB25-XLRM DigiSnake 4’ cables
* DB25-XLRF DigiSnake 4’ cable
All above information, trademarked products, systems and real-time, 3D rendering platform images are proprietary and cannot be copied, modified or used for other business purposes or in someone else’s presentation(s), document(s) or website(s) without specific written approval from Hollywood Icons Productions HD’s management.